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Brigadethugs is a gaming platform made up of multiple P2E 
(Play-to-earn) battle games. All games are integrated within an 
ecosystem called the Brigade Arena. In our ecosystem, gamers 
do not only play and battle but can also enjoy incentives . Here 
they can interact with each other, perform, watch and explore 
the Brigade Arena virtual world. Our mission is to revolutionize 
the traditional world of gaming. Brigadethugs integrates 
gaming with the blockchain, a completely decentralized experi-
ence that gives users and creators direct ownership of their 
in-game items in an ecosystem that is completely transparent 
and tamper-proof – Brigadethugs delivers a secure and limit-
less experience.

As a citizen you will pick up arms to fight like a soldier/brigade 
with available command and control withing your city. or more 
plots of land located within a large city.

Feel real world adventures through our Augmented Reality ex-
perience. Find resources, play minigames, and discover rare 
NFTs.



ECOSYSTEM:

BRIGADETHUGS is a massively multiplayer online game plat-
form,our ecosystem hosts multiple P2E battle games integrat-
ed with the ecosystem. Gamers are able to play,battle,they 
also enjoy the mesmerizing Gaming world while battling,inter-
acting,etc.

UTILITY: The BTHG is designed to be the means of access to 
fun gaming experiences, the purchase of NFTs, and the cur-
rency to manage the ecosystem,providing fun gaming events 
for community of players, with one currency at the core,ac-
cess to rewards in tokens and NFTs.

OUR VISION: We are here to revolutionize the traditional 
world of gaming using the blockchain techonoly. BRIGADE-
THUGS integrates gaming with players and blockchain in a 
decentralized manner!



PRODUCTS:

P2E Game: Players can sell their gaming assets and charac-
ters in any NFT Marketplace of their choice

NFT: Gamers on our platform have access to multiple NFTs to 
play and earn. They can as well sell their winning NFTs.

STAKING: BTHG users can stake their tokens in pacakeswap 
and locking them for a period of time to earn incentives.



SECURITY LINKS:

DISCLAIMER:

The information in this White Paper is subject to change or 
update, and should not be held as an agreement, prom-
ise,guarantee by BRIGADETHUGS or any other individu-
al,smart contracts,token,apps,etc.

https://coinsniper.net/coin/40152/kyc

https://bthg.netlify.app/static/media/au-

dit.5994fb33f03260ace89a.pdf


